New Covenant Process: Progress toward Collaboration

"there's a sense of openness to change and a willingness to act." In these words a participant voiced the mood of more than 170 healthcare leaders gathered at the National Convocation of Catholic Healthcare Leaders last October. Now these leaders are taking action to live out those prophetic words in ways that will optimize the ministry's strengths in today's uncertain market environment.

Strategy Action Groups
At the National Convocation, 15 strategy action groups developed six-month plans to assess and/or pursue collaboration. Initiatives undertaken by the groups and other collaborative arrangements will be highlighted at the Catholic Health Association's (CHA's) Catholic Health Assembly in June 1996.

CHA staff is tracking the progress of the strategy action groups and providing assistance as needed. Here are some examples of efforts occurring when this issue went to press.

Regional Cosponsorship
Groups representing Illinois, East/Southeast, New England, Texas/Louisiana, New Jersey, Midwest, West Coast, Michigan, and Wisconsin are exploring regional cosponsorship arrangements and other collaborative initiatives. For example:
• Illinois. In February sponsors, system and facility chief executive officers (CEOs), and bishops will meet for two days. They will review the National Convocation outcomes and explore statewide and regional opportunities for cosponsorship, combined business arrangements, and joint advocacy efforts on Medicaid.
• Texas/Louisiana. Three large systems are examining potential cosponsorship arrangements and in March will report their progress to other area sponsors.
• Northwest. Several sponsors and executives are meeting in early February to explore cosponsorship and other forms of collaboration.
• Midwest. Bishops in Ohio, Kansas, Indiana, and Missouri have been apprised of the New Covenant process. Indianapolis Abp. Daniel Buechlein will convene a statewide meeting in February where leaders will discuss collaboration within and beyond the region. In Kansas the bishops and representatives of systems and sponsors having facilities in Kansas will meet in late winter to discuss cosponsorship models.
• East/Southeast. Several multi-institutional systems and their sponsors met in Baltimore in December to discuss potential sponsorship arrangements.

Managed Care Collaboration for the Upper Midwest
Sponsors, system CEOs, facility CEOs, and diocesan representatives from Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska, North Dakota, and South Dakota will meet in late January to concentrate on managed care initiatives.

A Process for Change
The National Convocation of Catholic Healthcare Leaders, attended by more than 170 representatives of the Catholic health ministry, was the first step in the New Covenant process, which is cosponsored by the National Coalition on Catholic Health Care Ministry, the Catholic Health Association (CHA), and Consolidated Catholic Health Care. According to CHA President Jack Curley, the process is bringing together leaders from across the country to promote the ministry through collaborative strategies at national, regional, and local levels. (See Health Progress, November-December 1995.)
NEW YORK STATE REGIONAL CATHOLIC HMO
Work is moving rapidly to develop a statewide proposal covering Medicaid recipients. This proposal will involve all eight dioceses in the state and is viewed as a first step toward greater collaboration in the future.

REGIONAL/NATIONAL BUSINESS COALITION
CHA is commissioning a study on business alliances, which will provide information on the feasibility of various strategies for participating in business coalitions.

CATHOLIC MINISTRIES AS CATALYSTS FOR HEALTHY COMMUNITIES
The group is gathering data on existing healthy community efforts, with the goal of formulating a conceptual model for an initiative in which Catholic organizations lead in focusing efforts on developing healthy communities.

In support of the Convocation initiatives, especially that of facilitating networking among sponsors, CHA has convened a working group to develop a matrix of cosponsorship models. The data came from sponsors that completed a survey regarding alternative sponsorship relationships/structures in which they are involved. The goal is to distribute the matrix to sponsors and members by early spring.

CHA is also assisting several of the action groups and their regional meetings with data on Catholic ministries, overview materials on the National Convocation, and other resources.


As described in the Chicago Tribune, November 7, 1995:
"[Card.] Bernardin [in "A Sign of Hope"] urged that Catholic institutions collaborate to survive competitive financial pressures, and hark back to their religious mission of providing hope, comfort, and a sense that patients are part of a community."
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MUST READING FOR EVERYONE INVOLVED IN THE CATHOLIC HEALTH MINISTRY

"As Christians, we are called, indeed empowered, to comfort others in the midst of their suffering by giving them reason to hope."

Joseph Cardinal Bernardin, Archbishop of Chicago

Calling healthcare "an essential ministry" and one especially capable of providing the "sign of hope" so badly needed by the ill, Joseph Cardinal Bernardin has prepared a new pastoral letter on healthcare.

"A Sign of Hope" provides a theological, moral, and social foundation for understanding what is distinctive about the Catholic healthcare ministry. The Cardinal also reflects on his recent illness.

Following up on earlier writings, the Cardinal reiterates his support of the not-for-profit nature of healthcare delivery, asking for others to join him "in resisting efforts to make healthcare in our nation or our own ministry merely another commodity, simply another item to be sold."